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With the improvement and growth of instructional informatisation, the contradiction between the open supply of academic
resources, information expression, and mental property safety is turning into greater acute. Remedying the relationship between
the two is very necessary for the overall performance of records expression of academic assets and the advent of true surroundings
for mental property protection. )e safety of mental property rights is to shield the rights and pursuits of know-how owners,
defend the strength of information producers to produce knowledge, and defend the supply of academic sources sharing.)e data
expression and protection of intellectual property education resources based on machine learning is a kind of protection tool for
the intellectual property of education resources developed using the characteristics of automation, real-time monitoring, and
growth of machine learning. It can prevent web crawlers from harming e-commerce websites, prevent them from stealing the
intellectual property of e-commerce websites, and analyse web crawlers that visit websites to prevent important website data from
being stolen by them. From this point of view, based on the relationship between the fact expression of instructional sources and
the safety of mental property rights, this paper advocates to promote the records expression and safety of mental property rights of
academic sources from a couple of perspectives.

1. Introduction

With the gradual deepening of the records revolution and
the gradual improvement of the open instructional assets
movement, the community verbal exchange technological
know-how and records digitisation science with techno-
logical know-how as the core have significantly enriched and
developed the approaches of collection, processing, storage,
and transmission of academic resources and opened up an
extensive avenue for data exchange, making records sharing
end up the groundwork of facts exchange, public conver-
sation, and literature sources development in library and
facts circles [1]. However, the sharing of academic assets is
based totally on the open and improved circulation of in-
formation, which requires the free or affordable use of in-
formation, restricts the distinct use of information, and
opposes the monopoly of information. )erefore, the

sharing of academic sources inevitably includes the confi-
dentiality, protection, and distinctive use of specific infor-
mation, particularly the safety of mental property rights of
people or units. Intellectual property is the strength based
totally on the character or collective mental innovative la-
bour, which is monopolised using the oblige [2]. Nowadays,
with the speedy improvement of new data technology, the
rights and pursuits of statistics product companies are
without difficulty infringed. People are required to revel
entirely in academic sources and enhance the safety of
mental property rights of instructional resources. Coordi-
nating the relationship between mental property safety and
academic useful resource sharing and attaining each full aid
sharing and nice safety of mental property are hassles that
need to be significantly solved in the facts age [2].

Intellectual property rights are various forms of legal
rights related to specific types of information, ideas, or other
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intangible knowledge carriers. )e owners of legal rights can
enforce the right of exclusive subject documents. Intellectual
property rights are protected by law as other properties;
intellectual property reflects the idea that knowledge is a
product of mind or intelligence. Knowledge should be pro-
tected by law as ordinary property [3]; intellectual property
law should be used to protect all kinds of intellectual products.
Intellectual property law is a highly specialised field requiring
professional knowledge, especially when considering the legal
differences in terms of authority; it is difficult to grasp ac-
curately. Most open education resources are presented in the
form of computer software products, mainly related to the
copyright issues in intellectual property rights, and the
copyright is composed of five basic rights: the right to copy,
the right to adapt, the right to spread, the right to use, and the
right to display [4]. With the rapid development of open
education resources, the issue of intellectual property rights
has become very urgent, which has a very important impact
on the sustainable development of open education resources.
However, as a new thing born over a decade ago, there is a lack
of experience dealing with the intellectual property issues of
open educational resources, and it faces many challenges [5].
Educational resources refer to resources with educational
information that can be used by teaching practice to help
learners master knowledge and skills better; intellectual
property is the right given by law.)is paper proposes to carry
out legal protection for the intellectual science and technology
achievements in a certain field and sanction the development,
application, and reprint of the intellectual property without
the permission of the intellectual property owner [6]. In the
process of development and sharing of educational resources,
it is inevitable to touch on the issue of intellectual property
protection.)erefore, it is very important to explore this issue
actively in order to enhance the legitimacy of development
and sharing of educational resources.

Based on the machine learning method, this paper
analyses and looks up the information of tutorial resources.
Firstly, a couple of linear regression methods is used to rank
the quantitative factors received from the neighbourhood
instructing platform in accordance to the weight of the
influence factor on the results. )en, the generalised re-
gression neural neighbourhood is used to model the chosen
factors with larger weight and all aspects [7]. After ac-
quiring the features, the crawler awareness module of the
device exams whether or not it suits the crawler features. If
the behaviour points of the vacationer are judged as
“matching” via the module, the warning data will be
returned to the front cease, and the corresponding oper-
ation will be furnished for the administrator to choose.
After the operation, the sense layer will save the records in
the database, so that the desktop mastering module can
iterate the data, constantly enhance the model, minimise
the error, and obtain high-precision crawler recognition.
)e experimental consequences exhibit that the informa-
tion illustration and protection model of intellectual
property education resources primarily based on machine
learning proposed in this paper has proper overall per-
formance and feasibility and performs an effective function
in the sensible application.

2. Related Theories and Technologies

2.1. Overview ofMachine Learning. )e technique primarily
based on machine learning makes use of the characteristic
vector set extracted from the pattern set to teach the
machine learning classification model, which can
mechanically predict the classification of unknown mal-
ware [8]. )e education system of machine learning mostly
consists of three processes: (a) modelling process: function
vector extraction; (b) preprocessing: optimising charac-
teristic vector set; and (c) classifier: deciding on gorgeous
classification algorithm. Yakima and others proposed to
extract permissions from many actual malware as features
and then instruct the Bayesian classifier to observe un-
known applications. )e algorithm reduces the evaluation
project of virus evaluation professionals and overcomes the
barriers of normal signature-based detection methods. )e
consequences exhibit that the technique has a true de-
tection fee for unknown android malware. Darebin et al.
statically analysed Android APK files, usually extracting
data such as permissions and aspects of utility requests
from occur files and analysing touchy APIs and some
community addresses known as through functions from
DEX files. Darebin transforms the characteristic facts from
static evaluation into a characteristic vector and thenmakes
use of aid vector machine algorithm to realise malware [9].
Rieke et al. proposed a framework to analyse malware
behaviour routinely through machine learning method.
)is technique analyses malware behaviour in an incre-
mental way, warding off the runtime and reminiscence
overhead of preceding methods. )e process of machine
learning is shown in Figure 1.

)e specific life cycle is generally such a process: the
general cargo will first arrive in a city distribution centre, the
distribution centre for preliminary sorting; some cities will
be divided into regions, so that the entire distribution centre
will be divided only to each district, pulled to each district
distribution centre, and then divided into various parts
according to the courier’s delivery range [10]. )e coordi-
nation information device of a comprehensive coordination
system should integrate the data flow of each different
business operation function, together with the management
aspects of orders, distribution, inventory, and human
resources.

2.2. Classification Algorithm of Machine Learning. At pres-
ent, the broadly used and mature machine learning classi-
fication algorithms at home and abroad are: help vector
machine, k-nearest neighbour classification algorithm,
Bayesian classification algorithm, decision tree classification
algorithm, random forest algorithm, artificial neural net-
work algorithm, and so on. We summarise and analyse the
blessings and disadvantages of these classification algo-
rithms and choose the most appropriate algorithm on this
basis [11].

)e full name of the KNN algorithm is the k-nearest
neighbour. It is a nonparametric approach for classification
and regression. In both cases, the input is composed of
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k-nearest training samples in the feature space. )e KNN
algorithm is case-based learning; the feature is only ap-
proximated locally; and all calculations are delayed to
classification. )e KNN algorithm is the simplest of all
machine learning algorithms [12]. For classification and
regression, a beneficial technique is to assign weight to the
contribution of neighbours, so that the contribution of the
nearest neighbours is greater than that of the farther
neighbours. For example, a common weighting scheme is to
set the weight of each neighbour to 1/D, andD is the distance
from the neighbour. Neighbours are bought from a set of
objects whose class (KNN classification) or object attribute
values (KNN regression) are known [13]. )is can be
considered as the training set of the algorithm, but it does no
longer need explicit training steps. One of the characteristics
of the KNN algorithm is that it is touchy to the local
structure of data. One of the advantages of the KNN al-
gorithm is that it can be well utilised for such problems as a
large amount of data or many attribute values.

Support vector computing device (SVM) is 90 based on
statistical learning theory, a machine gaining knowledge of
algorithm for pattern awareness and pattern classification
developed in the mid-1980s; improves the generalisation
capacity of the learning machine by seeking the minimum
structural risk; and realises the minimisation of empirical
hazard and confidence range to gain the purpose of ac-
quiring good statistical guidelines with less statistical sam-
ples [14]. According to the constrained sample information,
the satisfactory trade-off between the complexity of the
model and the learning capacity is sought in order to obtain
the high-quality generalisation ability. It is a two-class
classification model; its basic mannequin is defined as the
linear classifier with the biggest interval in the feature space,
that is, the getting to know the strategy of guide vector
machine is to maximise the interval, which can subsequently
be transformed into a convex quadratic programming
problem [15]. It indicates many unique blessings in solving
small sample, nonlinear and high-dimensional sample
recognition, and can be applied to different machines getting
to know problems such as feature fitting.

)e Bayesian classification algorithm is a statistical
classification method; it is a sort of classification algorithm
using knowledge of chance and facts. )ese algorithms are
primarily based on the Bayesian theorem, so they are re-
ferred to as the Bayesian classification. Given that the
samples have distinct posterior possibilities in every cate-
gory, the Bayesian classification technique calculates the
posterior possibilities of every class of taking a look at data
and classifies the samples into the class with the greatest
posterior probability. )e prior chance of every class can be
recognised in strengthening using the statistical method.
When estimating the conditional chance of attributes, it can
be got with the aid of a statistical approach or assumed
distribution model [16]. Naive Bayes algorithm wishes to
anticipate that the attribute attributes of information need to
be conditionally unbiased or essentially impartial. When this
circumstance is established, the accuracy of naive Bayes
classification is the highest; however, unluckily every
characteristic attribute is regularly no longer conditional
independent but has a sturdy correlation, which limits the
capacity of naive Bayes classification, and the classification
impact will be considerably affected [17].

)e decision tree is a type of tree primarily based on
strategic choice. It is a prediction model, which represents a
mapping relationship between object attributes and object
values. Each node in the tree represents an object, and every
department direction represents a viable attribute value,
whilst every leaf node corresponds to the cost of the object
represented with the aid of the course from the root node to
the leaf node [18]. )e selection tree has solely a single
output; if you desire to have complicated output, you can set
up an impartial selection tree to deal with distinct outputs.
Building a selection tree normally consists of two steps:
choice tree technology and choice tree pruning. After the
selection tree is generated, it frequently faces the trouble of
overfitting. Decision tree algorithm has the benefits of small
complexity, quick classification pace, and robust resistance
to noise data. It is the sole classification algorithm that can
deal with each statistics kind and traditional kind attributes
at an identical time and has a huge vary of applications, but
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Figure 1: )e process of machine learning.
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when there are many records attributes, it is convenient to
produce over becoming a phenomenon. When the quantity
of pattern statistics is inconsistent, the statistics reap tends to
have greater numerical characteristics.

2.3. Analysis of Machine Learning Technology. )ere are
many classification methods of machine learning; the most
common one is to divide machine learning into supervised
learning, unsupervised learning, and reinforcement learn-
ing. Supervised learning is the most widely used one, which
can be used for most classification and prediction problems,
such as anomaly detection, house price prediction, and so
on; unsupervised learning is mostly used to discover po-
tential patterns in data automatically, such as consumer
reinforcement learning is mostly used in the field of robot
control. )e following will choose these three types of
machine learning algorithms that are representative of the
introduction and analysis.

Supervised learning means that the data used for the
training model is marked, which will be used to adjust the
parameters of the machine learning estimation function in
the process of machine learning training [19]. Supervised
learning can be divided into regression and classification
models according to the different types of variables. When
the prediction output is continuous variables, it is called
regression model, when the output is discrete variables, it is
called classification model. )e essence of the two learning
models is the same, which can be transformed by dis-
cretising the output of the regression model or continuous
the output of the classification model. Supervised learning
can be divided into generative and discriminant methods
[20]. Logistic regression is one of the most simple and
practical supervised learning models. It is widely used
because it has the advantages of fast training, easy un-
derstanding, and easy realisation. Logistic regression is a
kind of linear two classifiers, which is essentially based on
the linear regression, through a logistic function trans-
formation of the calculation results. )e original form of
logistic regression can only be applied to the linear binary
classification problem, and it can be applied to the non-
linear classification problem after transforming the non-
linear features. )e derived softmax regression can solve
the multiclassification problem. )e advantage of logistic
regression is that it is easy to implement and widely used in
the industrial environment. )e disadvantage is that it is
easy to underfit and the accuracy is not high. Support
vector machine (SVM) is a linear binary classifier similar to
logistic regression. When it works out the hyperplane that
can segment two class samples, it also requires the maxi-
mum interval between the hyperplane and two classes.
SVM is a linear classifier with maximum interval. )e
maximum interval hyperplane is completely determined by
the sample points close to it, which are called support
vectors. )e schematic diagram of the support vector
machine is shown in Figure 2.

Support vector machine (SVM) directly predicts the
result by judging that the sample is on one side of the
hyperplane. )e expression is as follows:

ζφ(x) �
1, φT

x≥ 0,

0, φT
x< 0.

⎧⎨

⎩ (1)

When training the support vector machine, the loss
function with the loss value of hinge loss function is as
follows:
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)e optimisation objectives are as follows:
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When using the support vector machine to deal with
nonlinear problems, the data can be mapped into a linearly
separable space by selecting an appropriate kernel function.
)e commonly used kernel functions are linear kernel,
polynomial kernel, radial basis function (RBF) kernel, sig-
moid kernel, and so on. )e mapping diagram of the kernel
function is shown in Figure 3.

Unsupervised learning means that the data used to train
the model are not labeled, but the potential patterns in the
data are automatically discovered through training. )e
most common pattern is data classification. )e process of
automatic data classification through unsupervised learning
is called clustering. )e result of clustering is called cluster
analysis, which can be divided into partition-based method,
hierarchy-based method, density-based method, model-
based method, and grid-based method.)e following will be
the most used clustering algorithm k-means principal
analysis. )e goal of the k-means algorithm is to divide n
samples into k clusters. In each cluster, the mean value w of
the samples is used as the cluster centre, and each sample
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of support vector machine.
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belongs to the family corresponding to the nearest cluster
centre. )e mathematical description of k-means algorithm
is the known sample set.)e cluster has to be found to satisfy
the following equation:

argmin

m

i�1

x∈Hi
x − μi

����
����

λi

. (4)

It is difficult to solve the problem directly, so iterative
optimisation is usually used to solve the problem. Firstly,
random values in the same dimensional space as the samples
are randomly selected as the initial clustering centre. Each
sample is assigned to the cluster corresponding to the nearest
cluster centre as follows:
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)enewmean value of each cluster after allocation has to
be updated and calculated as follows:
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xj

H
(t)
i




+ ζ i. (6)

)e two steps of allocation and update are repeated.
When the allocation is no longer changed, the algorithm
converges. )e iteration diagram of k-means is shown in
Figure 4.

In addition to the above description and analysis of
machine learningmethods, this section will also elaborate on
the generalisation ability and evaluation index of machine
learning, which will lay a theoretical foundation for the
subsequent research, calculation, and analysis of machine
learning algorithms. After the estimation function is ob-
tained by machine learning, the most important thing is
whether it can get the correct prediction results when it is
applied to new data [21]. )is ability to predict unknown
data is called the generalisation ability of machine learning.
When discussing generalisation ability, the most common
problems are underfitting and overfitting, which are the
main reasons for poor performance of machine learning
algorithms. Underfitting is that the model does not fit the
data enough, which leads to the failure to capture the

structure of data features [22, 23]. When new data comes, it
cannot effectively predict according to the features.
Underfitting problem is also called high deviation problem,
and overfitting means that the model fits the data too
thoroughly, so that the noise in the data is also considered to
be the structure of the features, which leads to the decline of
the prediction effect of new data; overfitting problem is often
called high variance problem. )e diagram of underfitting
and overfitting is shown in Figure 5.

In Figure 5, the graph on the left is underfitted due to too
few model parameters, while the graph on the right is
overfitted due to too many model parameters, and the graph
in the middle is neither underfitted nor overfitted, which has
good generalisation ability. In the case of underfitting, the
fitting ability of the model can be improved by increasing the
feature dimension to reduce the regularisation parameter. In
the case of overfitting, the generalisation ability of the model
can be improved by increasing the number of samples,
reducing the feature dimension, or increasing the regular-
isation parameters [24]. In order to improve the general-
isation ability of machine learning, cross-validation is
usually used to train the model, that is, to group the original
sample set: one part as the training set and the other part as
the test set. After the model training is completed by the
training set, the model is used to predict the test set, and the
generalisation ability of the model is measured by the
prediction results of the test set. )e advantage of cross-

φ

Input space Feature space

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of kernel function mapping of support vector machine.

Figure 4: Iterative diagram of the algorithm.
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validation is that we can get as much effective information as
possible from the limited data, so that we can learn samples
from multiple perspectives and avoid falling into the local
extremum. In this process, both training samples and test
samples are learned as much as possible.

2.4. Design of Intellectual Property Protection Technology
Framework of Educational Resources Based on Machine
Learning. In this paper, three core technologies of machine
learning, decision tree, cart algorithm, and supervised
learning are used to connect machine learning with anti-
crawler mechanism )e algorithm processes the training
data, generates a visual decision tree, uses the existing de-
cision tree to analyse the new data, and keeps the analysis
results in the training data set of machine learning in the
analysis, so as to realise supervised learning and continu-
ously improve the accuracy of recognition. Framework
design of tool system is as follows. (1) Crawler features have
to be collected, and anticrawler mechanism has to be used.
(2) After obtaining the training data, the cart algorithm is
used to generate a readable decision tree. (3) In the iden-
tification module, the access data is identified; the proba-
bility analysis is carried out by using the decision tree
algorithm; the website is monitored; and the access IP data is
collected, analysed, and scored to judge whether the access is
a crawler operation and return the analysis results and
analysis basis. (4) Real-time monitoring access data, based
on the polling principle, can achieve real-time monitoring
function after it is applied to practice. (5) In order to im-
prove the accuracy of the machine learning module in
identifying web crawlers, we use the supervised learning
module to update the training data set. )e design of the
protection technology framework of educational resources
based on machine learning is shown in Figure 6.

)e anti-crawler mechanism is a mechanism to reduce
the error rate of judgment. Antispider is a set of anticrawler
measures. Crawler and anticrawler are a process of the
continuous game. )e so-called anticrawler mechanism is
the response mechanism based on the means of the crawler
robot. It is a strategic application; anticrawler mechanism
achieves the purpose of blocking the crawler by pre-
processing request header, blocking IP, asynchronous
loading, using encrypted JS algorithm, setting verification
code, and so on. )e anticrawler mechanism of this tool is

embodied in the following operations: blocking the crawler
IP and adding a “learning library” after using machine
learning to identify the crawler [25]. )e decision tree is
composed of decision points, state nodes, scheme branches,
and probability branches. )e decision tree is a method to
approximate the value of the discrete function; it is a typical
classification method. Firstly, it processes the data, generates
readable rules and decision tree by induction algorithm, and
then analyses the new data by the decision tree. In essence,
the decision tree is a process of data analysis through a series
of rules. Supervised learning ability realises the complete
access process to a client. After testing and judging whether
it is a web crawler, the corresponding data is retained in the
machine learning training data set, which can realise the
updating and growth of training data. It can reduce the error
rate of judgment and improve the accuracy of learning.

3. Experiment and Analysis

3.1. Experimental Data Preparation. )is paper takes the
basic computer course of the university as an example. )e
database contains 14 quantitative characteristics of educa-
tional resources extracted from the network teaching plat-
form. )e database contains multiple data sets. After
effective data set division, the generalised regression neural
network is used to model all features, and some features are
obtained after feature selection through multiple linear
regression.)rough the analysis of the results, we can get the
prediction error of the model and a series of evaluation
indexes. According to the results of feature selection, the
reasonable division of the data set will directly affect the
stability of the regression model. )e data of students’
learning behaviour obtained by the network teaching plat-
form is divided into a training set and a test set according to
the ratio of 4:1. According to the above-mentioned multiple
linear regression method for feature selection, the weight of
each feature on the response variable is shown in Table 1.

3.2.Analysis of PredictionAbility andFittingDegree. In order
to measure the prediction ability and fitting degree of the
model more intuitively, we use a scatter diagram to show the
experimental results of the sample test set and the training
set respectively. )e prediction results of the sample test set
and the training set are shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 5: Schematic diagram of overfitting and underfitting: (a) underfitting, (b) balanced, and (c) overfitting.
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From Figure 7, it can be concluded that for most
samples, both the test set and the training set tend to be
linear y� x. Among them, the samples with the error range
of 5 in the test set are 67.6%, and the samples with the error
range of 5 in the training set are 65.8%, which proves that the
generalisation ability of the model is strong, and there is no
overfitting phenomenon. In addition, by observing the
scatter distribution, it can be seen that for the samples with
scores between 70 and 90, the prediction results of the model
are more accurate, while for the samples with scores above
90 and below 60, the prediction with high scores is lower,
and the prediction with low scores is higher. )is is because
there are few samples with scores above 90 and below 60 in
the data set, especially only one sample with scores below 40.
We notice that the predicted value of the model is 45.2 for
the sample with the observed value of 26.6. Although the
error is large, the predicted result is relatively low, which has
a high reference value for failing the examination.

3.3. Recognition Accuracy Analysis of Different Algorithms.
k-Nearest neighbour classification algorithm and support
vector machine algorithm are robust feature selection
methods based on optimal mean, so it is necessary to test the
optimal mean and robustness of the algorithm because the
two methods are the same in robustness and optimal mean.
)e Bayesian classification algorithm is represented by
norm-based feature selection method; the decision tree
classification algorithm is represented by norm-based robust
feature selection method, and the k-nearest neighbour
classification algorithm is represented by norm-based and
optimal mean robust feature selection method [26]. By
comparing k-nearest neighbour classification algorithm,
support vector machine algorithm, Bayesian classification
algorithm, and decision tree classification algorithm, the

norm robustness and optimal mean are studied. In the
simulation data, different SNR is added to test the robustness
of the norm. )e experiments of k-nearest neighbour
classification algorithm, support vector machine algorithm,
Bayesian classification algorithm, and decision tree classi-
fication algorithm are repeated 30 times, and the average
recognition accuracy is taken for comparison. )e specific
results are shown in Figure 8. In all cases, the Bayesian
classification algorithm has higher and more stable recog-
nition accuracy than decision tree classification algorithm,
which is attributed to the robustness of norm; k-nearest
neighbour classification algorithm has higher recognition
accuracy than support vector machine algorithm, Bayesian
classification algorithm, and decision tree classification al-
gorithm, which shows that the optimal mean theory can
improve the feature recognition performance of the
algorithm.

3.4. Analysis of Simulation Data Set. In this experiment, the
block diagonal simulation data set is used for the simulation
experiment. )e data set is a 100 ∗ 100 matrix and contains
four 25 ∗ 25 block matrices arranged diagonally. Each block
represents a subspace. )e data in each block represents the

Table 1: Weight of each feature.

Feature number Weight Feature number Weight
1 0.157 8 0.682
2 0.024 9 0.785
3 2.585 10 1.078
4 1.353 11 0.742
5 1.676 12 0.634
6 0.089 13 0.587
7 0.162 14 0.985
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Figure 6: Design of protection technology framework of educational resources based on machine learning.
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association degree of two corresponding points in a cluster
and is generated randomly in the range of 0 and 1. All data
outside the block represent noise and are generated ran-
domly in the range of 0 to Q, where Q is between 0 and 1. In
addition, in order to make the clustering task more chal-
lenging, 25 noise data points are randomly selected and set to
1.

)e structure learned from the simulation data is shown
in Figure 9. )e values of Q are set to 0.7 and 0.8. When
noise � 0.7 and 0.8, the graphical representation of the
original simulation data is, respectively, shown in
Figures 9(a) and 9(b), and the structures after learning
machine learning are shown in Figure 9(a). When

noise � 0.7, the clustering accuracy of machine learning is
100%; when noise � 0.8, the clustering accuracy of machine
learning is 85%. )erefore, DHLs can achieve good sub-
space clustering results. Because the LRS method is the
basic version of machine learning, machine learning is
compared with other methods. It is obtained by random
initialisation, which leads to the instability of clustering
results. )erefore, 10 experiments are repeated on the same
simulation data for comparative analysis. Under different
noise settings, the clustering accuracy is shown in Fig-
ure 10. Different clustering evaluation criteria are con-
sidered, including mean, median, minimum, and standard
deviation.
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Figure 7: Prediction results of: (a) sample test set and (b) sample training set.
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Figure 8: Relationship between recognition degree of different algorithms and NSR: (a) NSR� 0.3 and (b) NSR� 0.6.
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Figure 9: )e result of learning from simulation data: (a) raw data matrix and (b) classification accuracy curve.
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Figure 10: Continued.
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4. Conclusion

In the process of development and sharing of educational
resources, the protection of intellectual property rights is a
problem we need to face positively. We should face up to the
infringement of intellectual property rights encountered in
the current development and sharing of educational resources
and actively take corresponding measures to improve and
adjust: correctly understand the relationship between the two,
establish a scientific concept of educational resources de-
velopment, and pay attention to the guidance of public
policies. We should give full play to the role of government
functional departments, emphasise the cultivation of pro-
fessional legal spirit talents, ensure the compliance of work,
establish the development mechanism of documents, and
create a good development environment. )is is very im-
portant for building a more efficient education resource
platform. With the help of machine learning technology, the
influence weights of quantitative features obtained from the
network teaching platform are sorted, and then the gener-
alised regression neural network is used to model the selected
features with higher weight and all features. In the future, it is
necessary to increase the coverage of sample data set, espe-
cially for the expansion of low- and high-score data, so as to
realise the data expression and protection model of intel-
lectual property education resources based on machine
learning, which has good performance and feasibility and
plays a positive role in practical application.
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